STRUGGLING WITH MULTIPLE
PRODUCTS, DUPLICATION
AND UNNECESSARY COST?

MAKE IT SIMPLE,
KEEP IT UNIFIED,
KEEP IT MANAGEABLE
Many schools will have selected their management
information system (MIS) years ago and hopefully for
most it will have provided good value for the investment
made. Sadly, there will be some schools, that despite
doing comprehensive research into the numerous
systems on the market, having detailed demonstrations
and taking reference site visits will have found the
adoption of their selected system a challenge.

“….. our teachers have always found it diﬃcult to engage
with the rich functionality, menu routes and older style
interface. Inevitably a variety of other solutions for collecting
student data, monitoring academic progress and
communicating with parents have grown up outside SIMS
that resulted in complication and duplication of data. Everest
was implemented in 2019 to address these challenges”.
Jon Clark, Principal, John Gray High School

That challenge may have taken any number of forms; the
management overhead, lack of uptake, ease of use, remote
access, the quality of support…the list is endless.
It may have been possible for schools to address a challenge
such as “ease of use” with a suitable “addon” product. Other
scenarios such as a technological advance that enables new
ways of working, a change in guidance or change to an
education framework could well have led schools to
supplementing their MIS system. Perhaps even resulting in
what is thought to be a “best of breed” approach.
“Everest made it easy for teachers to access data from
anywhere with an internet connection and there was no
longer any need for costly remote services or speciﬁc
hardware. SIMS data became available on their phones
and tablets in a simple, clear way”.
Jon Clark, Principal, John Gray High School

On the face of it these additions to the school MIS are a
cost-eﬀective solution; schools can adapt to meet current
requirements without the need for wholesale change. The
reality is each additional solution must be implemented,
managed, supported and paid for each year.

At what point should a school stand back and assess its
systems. If the school MIS is delivering the core functionality
required what are the addon products really providing? How
much IT time they consume, is there any overlap, what is the
risk of systems getting out of sync and is data being duplicated
are just a few of the considerations. Assuming there is no
appetite to change the MIS it is likely that schools could save
cost and reduce risk by implementing one integrated
companion product that addresses the majority of the
identiﬁed additional needs.

“If we had been in the situation where we needed
to rely on disparate solutions for publishing work,
sending out emails and delivering online lessons it
could have been a very diﬀerent situation. Because
we had Everest in place we were able to provide a
simple cohesive solution to teachers, students and
parents, keep them fully engaged and fully
supported during this diﬃcult time”.
Mark Jones, Director of Teaching and Learning,
Dulwich College, Suzhou

“Truro School has found Everest intuitive to use, was quick
and easy to set up and adopted by our staﬀ after relatively
brief training in September 2019. The parent body
welcomed the App and pupils quickly adapted to using the
homework module and checking to see “the work on
Everest”. Customer support has been outstanding”.
Mark Vanstone, Director of Studies, Truro School

This has certainly been the case with SIMS schools that have
selected Everest. They wanted all the beneﬁts of a modern
solution today and that is exactly what Everest has provided.
• Simple interface for teachers to use
• Cost eﬀective remote access for all teachers
• No maintenance overhead for the school
• Improved data quality and completeness
• Common platform for teachers, parents and students to
minimise training and support
• Improved communications across the whole school community

“Check out Everest by EDU365 Group, a web interface that sits on top of your SIMS installation giving you the best of both
worlds – the power of SIMS for your operation needs and a slick modern interface for staﬀ, students and parents. With
Oﬃce365 integration and Power BI Analytics you can bring your MIS data and learning resources together to deliver a one
stop shop cloud solution for everyone”.
Lee Drury, Regional Systems Manager, International Schools Partnership Limited
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